eidos).
3 Rather, genre needs to be defined both {97|98} historically -as it existed at a given time -and comparatively in relation to any other coexisting genres at that same given time. 259-268, especially p. 260. 5 See Poetry as Performance p. 81 for more on the "functioning institutional complementarity, in Athens, between the performance of drama by actors and chorus at the City Dionysia on the one hand and, on the other, the performance of Homeric epos -and of Homeric hymns that serve as preludes to the epos -by rhapsodes at the Panathenaia." The most important references to the Athenian institution of rhapsodic performances of Homeric poetry at the Panathenaia are "Plato" Hipparkhos 228b-c, Lycurgus Against Leokrates 102, and Dieuchidas of Megara (4th century BC) FGH 485 F 6 via Diogenes Laertius 1.57. For a correlation of the information provided by these passages, see Poetry as Performance pp. 70-91. As for the references to the epē of Homer, as found in all three passages, I offer the working translation 'verses'. More precisely, the epē are the poetic 'lines' of Homer (on epos as a distinct poetic unit or 'line', see H. Koller, "Epos," Glotta 50 [1972] 15-24). For Aristotle, the epē of Homer become 'epic' by default, whence the term epopoiia 'making of epic', as in the beginning of the Poetics, 1447a: see "Epic as Genre" p. 27. The implicit preoccupation with 'lines' as the poetic units or building blocks of epē has to do with an ongoing question that engaged the ancient transmitters of the Homeric tradition: which 'lines' are genuine performances of Homeric poetry is sparse, and there are many uncertainties: we cannot even be {98|99} certain about the actual form of the Iliad and the Odyssey as they would have been performed during the first half of fifth century in Athens, let alone elsewhere. 6 Still, among the few surviving certainties we do find one that turns out to be vital for understanding the overall history of the Homeric tradition: the Iliad and the Odyssey eventually became the only epic poetry to be performed by rhapsodes at the Panathenaia, that most important of all Athenian festivals. 7 To put it negatively: other {99|100} epic traditions, known under the general heading of the "Cycle," were eventually excluded from the official rhapsodic compositions of Homer and which 'lines' have been 'interpolated' (one word for which is emballō, as in Diogenes Laertius 1.57)? For more on this specific concern, see the next note. 6 We find essential pieces of information in the ancient commentaries on Pindar Nemean 2.1 as preserved in the scholia (ed. A. B. Drachmann, Scholia Vetera in Pindari Carmina I-III [Leipzig 1903 [Leipzig -1927 ). This information, I argue, was mediated by the school of Aristarchus (middle of 2nd century BC), whose thinking affects an important reference to Hippostratus, = FGrH 568 F 5, in the scholia to Nemean 2.1c. Hippostratus (ca. 3rd century BC) is being cited here as the source for information concerning Kynaithos of Chios as the first rhapsodic performer of the epē of "Homer" in the polis of Syracuse, within the time-frame of the 69th Olympiad (= 504-1 BC). It seems to me misleading to claim that all the information we read in the scholia about the rhapsodic performance of Kynaithos "derives" not from Aristarchus but from Hippostratus, as if we needed to make an exclusive choice between the two sources. R. Janko makes this claim in his review of I. The fact that one detail in the scholiastic information about Kynaithos (that is, the dating of his rhapsodic performance at Syracuse) "derives" from Hippostratus cannot be used to rule out the school of Aristarchus as an intermediary source for that informationor even as a direct source for other information about Hippostratus. Besides the reference to Hippostratus in the scholia for Pindar Nemean 2, we see four explicit references to Aristarchus in the scholia for the same poem: 9a, 17c (twice), and 19. We may note too the reference to Hippostratus FGrH 568 F 2 in the scholia for Pindar Pythian 6.5a, which happens to occur immediately next to an explicit reference to Aristarchus, again at 5a. In all, we find over seventy references to Aristarchus in Drachmann's edition of the Pindaric scholia (and five to Hippostratus). These references, as casual as they are frequent, lead me to conclude that Aristarchus' overall critical presence was taken for granted in the Pindaric exegetical tradition that culminated in the scholia. Returning, then, to the scholia for Pindar Nemean 2.1c: I maintain that the learned discussion in this section reflects primarily the agenda of Aristarchus, not of Hippostratus (whose work concentrated, after all, on sorting out the genealogies of Sicilian dynasties 
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To that extent, I would say that tragedy became a kind of neo-epic, though we should {100|101} keep in mind the obvious differences in the earlier historical backgrounds of epic and tragedy.
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In the case of Pindar, we may continue to take a comparative perspective as we look at the explicit references in his epinicians to epic as a genre, combined with explicit self-references to the praise poetry of the epinician as a realization or "actualization" of a prototypical 19 This Pindaric association of humnos with the mantic arts of Amphiaraus at Pythian 8.57 may be connected to an epic theme concerning the heroic seer. According to the Herodotean Life of Homer 9 (PEG T 7 = EGF F 9) Amphiaraus himself had once upon a time composed humnoi to the gods which "Homer" later performed (ἐπεδείκνυτο) when he visited Neon Teikhos; another performance by "Homer" while he was there, besides his own poetry, was the exelasia of Amphiaraus to Thebes. What particularly interests me about this whole narrative is the idea that epic can appropriate the poetry of the seer. the implicit theatricality of Pindaric "micro-epic" -as compressed in the expression θαέομαι σαφές 'I see clearly' -can be explained in terms of this inherent mantic quality.
Now we turn to the epic of Homeric poetry. We are about to see that {105|106} epic narrative is not only pervaded by mantic visions: it is actually driven by them. Further, the poetics of mantic visualization can help clarify the theatricality of epic in its own right.
Let us begin with a Homeric example of hupokrinomai, which is a key to understanding the mantic -and theatrical -potential of epic. It will be clear from this example that any given mantic vision has to be performed as a question -either by a character in the narration or simply by the narration itself -so that the interpretation of its "real" meaning may be performed as a response. 26 The passage in question is Iliad II 228, where hupokrinomai refers to a hypothetical situation: the verb, meaning 'he would respond' (ὑποκρίναιτο), has as its subject theopropos The teras 'omen', which is framed by the narrative of Odysseus (II 284-332) -which in turn is framed by the overall Homeric narrative -is the vision of a drakōn 'snake' (II 308) that first devours eight young birds and then the mother bird (II 303-320). The vision happened in the first year of the Trojan War, during a sacrifice on the occasion of the assembling of Achaean forces at Aulis (II 303). Next, we hear that Zeus, 'the god who made the vision', θεὸς ὅς περ ἔφηνε (II 318), proceeded to render this vision permanent and unchanging -by turning the snake into stone (II 319). In the words of Odysseus, the whole vision of the drakōn 'snake' (II 308) is a sēma (II 308), which we may interpret not only as a mental 'sign' but also as a concretized visualization. The petrified vision of the snake becomes a concrete work of the visual arts, a That was then, at Aulis, in the first year of the Trojan War (Iliad II {107|108} 303). Now, as
Odysseus is "quoting" back those same words of the seer, it is the ninth year at Troy (II 295). Calchas was saying, back then, in the words that are now being "quoted" by Odysseus (II 323-332), that the nine birds are the nine years that the Achaeans will spend at Troy, and that the citadel will now be captured finally in the tenth year. After Odysseus "quotes" these words of the seer, he adds: τὰ δὴ νῦν πάντα τελεῖται 'and they are now reaching their fulfillment [telos]'
(II 330).
Here the snake is a positive sign for the Achaeans. By contrast, in the earlier example of an omen calling for an act of interpretation as expressed by the mantic word hupokrinomai , we have seen another drakōn 'snake' becoming a negative sign for the Achaeans, insofar as it Hippomedon is a decidedly negative sign for the pro-Theban heroes defending the seven gates of Thebes against the same original Seven. I will return to this image at a later point; for now, I
simply draw attention to a relevant detail at Seven 503: the anti-Theban hero Hippomedon himself is compared to a drakōn 'snake' who menaces defenseless young birds. We may also compare the choral reference at Seven 291 to the seven anti-Theban heroes as predatory drakontes who prey on defenseless young birds. Moreover, at Seven 381, the anti-Theban hero
Tydeus is said to 'roar' (βοᾷ) like a drakōn. In such contexts, the translation 'dragon' is even more appropriate than 'snake'.
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On the basis of the comparisons that we have considered so far, I offer this summary: the mantic visions of omens, deeply embedded as they are within the narrative agenda of Homeric poetry, make it clear that the genre of epic itself shares its poetics of visualization with the "neo-epic" of Aeschylus and the "micro-epic" of Pindar. But the argument can be taken further: I would even go so far as to say that the visual worlds of Aeschylus and Pindar can ultimately be described as epic in nature, and that the blazons visualized on the heroic shields of {108|109} their "neo-epic" and "micro-epic" creations are in fact a shining example of epic pure and simple. After all, the most complex and spectacular of all blazons is a creation of epic:
it is the Shield of Achilles in Iliad XVIII. The mantic vision of this ultimate Shield is a microcosm that interprets -and is interpreted by -the macrocosm of the epic that frames it. 'black smoke' in the Seven (λιγνὺν μέλαιναν 494): this monster, in fact, is none other than the fire-breathing Typhōn (Seven 493 and 511; cf. 517). Typhon's very name derives from the root tuph-, meaning 'smoke' (τυφ-). 36 The legacy of this root tuph-tells its own story: historians of the Greek language have remarked on how far and wide its basic meaning of 'smoke' has spread, generating a spectacular variety of "words relating to obscurity, blindness, or else to the darkening of one's wits, stupidity, or even to becoming {111|112} blind to one's own self, pretension, boasting, vanity." παναλαθῆ κακόμαντιν | πατρὸς εὐκταίαν Ἐρινύν). 43 The malign mantis may be contrasted with the benign mantis of Pythian 8. Likewise, the malign lēma of the malign daemon at Seven 706 may be contrasted with the benign lēma of the benign ancestors in Pythian 8. 45 . 44 The Fury of
Oedipus is all-black (977 = 988: μέλαιν᾿ Ἐρινύς). 45 In her absolute darkness, this Fury signals the total eclipse of radiance, which may be contrasted with the shining image of the radiant snake envisioned by Amphiaraus on the blazing shield of Alcmaeon in Pythian 8 (46).
The system of complementarity in the deployment of negative and positive images for snakes in Pindar's Pythian 8 and Aeschylus' Seven brings us back, one last time, to the corresponding epic system of complementarity in Homeric poetry. As we have seen, the vision of the snake that menaced and then devoured the defenseless birds in Iliad II was ultimately positive for the Achaeans -that is, after Calchas the seer interpreted it for them. As for the vision of the snake that stung the eagle in Iliad XII, it was positive for the Trojans -that is, it was potentially positive, after Polydamas interpreted it for Hector. But the point is, this same image of snake and bird could ultimately become negative for the Trojans if they failed to heed its mantic interpretation. From the macro-narrative of the Iliad, we do in fact know that Hector fails to heed that interpretation: he consistently refuses to stay on the defensive, unlike the snake that stung the eagle. Instead, Hector consistently goes {114|115} on the offensive, despite the repeated warnings of the clairvoyant Polydamas.
At Iliad XV 690, a climactic moment in the course of Hector's playing the part of attacker instead of defender, he is actually given a simile that likens him to an eagle instead of a snake, and the epithet of this eagle is aithōn 'blazing'. 46 We may compare the epithet of the shield that pictures the snake in Pindar Pythian 8.46: aithā 'blazing'. I see at work here a metonymy: the blazing of the shield is linked with the blazing of the snake. We may compare also the expression aithōn ... lēma 'blazing in purpose' in Aeschylus Seven 448, describing the Theban hero Polyphontes when he faces his Argive opponent, the hero Kapaneus; as the words of Eteocles prophesy, the fire-bearing thunderbolt of the gods awaits Kapaneus (Seven 444-445).
Again I see a metonymy: the blazing purpose of Polyphontes is linked with the blazing force of the divine thunderbolt, which will smite Kapaneus. Clearly, the epithet aithōn ... lēma 'blazing in purpose' works for Polyphontes.
46 For more on the narrative tension created by the anomalous context of this simile, see Muellner, "The Simile of the Cranes and Pygmies" pp. 69-72.
Will the simile of the eagle envisioned as aithōn 'blazing' at Iliad XV 690 similarly work for Hector? The simile is applied at a climactic point of the narrative: Hector is on the attack, moving toward the Achaeans as they stand guard over their ships on the shores of the Hellespont, and at this very moment the hero of the Trojans is compared to an eagle swooping down on flocks of defenseless geese, cranes, and swans as they feed on vegetation growing on the banks of a river (XV 690-691). The problem is, the Achaeans cannot be visualized as defenseless birds except in such a moment of testing, glimpsed by the micro-narrative, and that fleeting moment will ultimately be overwhelmed by the macro-narrative. 47 The other problem is that the image of an attacking eagle suits Hector's epic identity not nearly as well as a defending snake. Ultimately, Hector would have been better off if he had imagined himself as a snake caught in the claws of an eagle: the omen of the bird stung by the snake had made that clear. Even if the epithet aithōn works for the eagle, the image of the eagle in this simile fails to work for Hector. This image is intended to fail in the macro-narrative of epic.
I conclude this essay by asking a similar question about the images on the shields pictured in the "micro-epic" of Pindar's Pythian 8 and in {115|116} the "neo-epic" of Aeschylus' Seven: do they work for the heroes they signify? In other words, is epic signification intentional?
In the case of Pindar, the response is simple: yes. As I contemplate the blazon on the shield of Alcmaeon in Pythian 8, I see no contradiction of the art of epic imagery as idealized in that ultimate blazon, the shield of Achilles in Iliad XVIII. Pindar's poetics are intentionally true to the Homeric ideal writ large, and I think it cannot be an accident that the last word of his Pythian 8 is "Achilles." The "micro-epic" lēma 'purpose' (or 'will') of the ancestors in Pindar's Pythian 8 seems to me linked with the "macro-epic" boulē 'will' of Zeus in Iliad I 5. In the case of Aeschylus, by contrast, the response has to be far more complex: here we have to reckon with the "theatrocracy" of tragedy as a genre, which keeps testing the limits of epic as a genre.
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The poetics of Aeschylus' "neo-epic" verge on becoming the "non-epic" or even the "anti- and, in addition, the unnamed man and the unnamed city in the picture, since the picture is on the captured shield. To be sure, anonymity can be used in epic too for the shifting of signifiers, as we can see from the two unnamed cities on the Shield of Achilles in Iliad XVIII. But the difference is, we do {116|117} not expect epic to split the signifier from its signified, as we see in the doubling of the captured men imagined by Eteocles.
Second, there is the shield of Polyneices, with its climactic diploun sēma 'double sign' (Seven 643). Here we see the image of an anonymous gunē 'woman' (646) who leads by the hand an anonymous man toward a citadel. Polyneices interprets the gunē as the goddess of justice, Dikē:
she will install him, he boasts, as the rightful ruler of the polis (646-648). In the Seven, the word 48 See note 23 for more on the "theatrocracy" of drama over other genres in general. 49 As a name, Eteoklos (Eteoclus) is a morphological variant of Eteokleēs (Eteocles). As a character, the anti-Theban woman. Or at least she may become Antigone in her role as generic woman. As for the anonymous man whom she leads by the hand, he too may remain simply that, a generic man.
Or at least he may become the citizen of a new polis that transcends the old citadel. Such doubling of what is human, by keeping the generic separate from the heroic, seems antithetical to epic.
Third, there is the shield of the seer Amphiaraus. It has no sēma on it (591), since he wants to be the best, not just to seem the best (592). Such splitting between hero and heroic image seems antithetical to epic. The mantic words of Amphiaraus, "quoted" at 580-589, can now take the place of an epic vision that cannot be there because it cannot be real. The new dramatic imagination is seeking to differentiate itself from an older epic vision. We see another kind of differentiation in the more old-fashioned "quotation" of Amphiaraus' mantic words in Pindar {117|118} Pythian 8.44-55, picturing the shield of Alcmaeon. The image on this shield, that radiant snake, is seen as real not only because it had been heard in the epic of heroes. More 51 In the Seven, 'obeying' a woman is imagined differently from 'obeying' a man in authority. For men in this drama, the basis of persuasion is the threat of violence; for women, it is the fear and pity caused by the violence, especially as experienced by women captured in war (cf. 253, 326-327, 338ff, 764-765). Further, the emotions of fear and pity are equated with expressions of women's songs, especially laments. We may contrast the command of Eteocles to the women of Thebes at 232, 242-243: do not lament! (See also the contexts of philostonōs at 279 and of merimnai at 289, 843, 849.) than that, this image is seen as real because it had once been seen personally by the hero of epic himself, and thus the vision of its reality may keep shining through from far away, far off in the realms of the insubstantial shade that dreamed it.
